Sealing An Oversize Annulus
The Double Row Method
Sometimes the wall opening represents a differential up to
fve pipe sizes larger than the carrier pipe itself. This creates
an annular space that is larger than the expanded thickness of
a single Link-Seal® modular seal assembly. A typical example
is a fanged spool piece or an existing opening where piping
has been removed to make way for a new installation. As
a result it is necessary to use an intermediate sleeve and
another belt of Link-Seal® modular seals.
Key design considerations when sizing an intermediate wall
sleeve are:
A. An intermediate sleeve must be used for a proper seal.
B. The intermediate sleeve should be sized correctly to
accommodate both belts of Link-Seal® modular seals.
C. Be sure to support the actual carrier pipe properly.
	Neither belt of links should be responsible for
supporting the carrier pipe.
D. Let economics guide your selection when sizing LinkSeal® modular seals. However do not under size, refer to
adjacent example or call Power Plant Supply for sizing
assistance 1-416-752-3339

Intermediate Sleeve

Typical Application
Wall Opening = 40” Cored Hole
Carrier Pipe = 30” API Type
(30.00” O.D.)
This is a differential of fve pipe sizes: (32, 34, 36, 38, 40)
Solution:
Use an inner belt of LS-400 and an outer belt of LS-500.
Intermediate sleeve should be two pipe sizes larger than the
30” carrier pipe. A 34” pipe with a 3/8” wall would be an
excellent choice. Checking the Link-Seal® modular seal sizing
chart on page 9 indicates a 30 x 34 WS sleeve requires 27
links of LS-400. The outer sleeve of 34 x 40 will require 29
links of LS-500.
For sizing assistance call : 1-416-752-3339

Pressure Testing
To determine the amount of pressure that has built up behind
a Link-Seal® modular seal, install our “V” modification. It is a
standard Link-Seal® modular seal assembly in which one link
has a hole molded to accept a test probe.
The probe has a NPT female connection and is inserted prior
to tightening the assembly. The probe is firmly sealed by
expansion of the rubber link. A pressure gauge can then be
attached to monitor for leaks or pressure build-up.
How To Order
Please specify “V” with Link-Seal® modular seal Model
Number Example: LS-400-C-V. “V” modification NPTF is
available in carbon and 304 stainless steel.

Test Pressure
Gauge*
Wall Opening
Sleeve
Shut-off Valve*
Chamber
to be Tested

Modified Standard
Link-Seal® modular
seal with Hole for
Test Probe

Sealing Manhole Penetrations
When Link-Seal® modular seals are specified for a penetration through a curved wall,
the thickness must be checked to assure an adequate sealing surface. A minimum
(effective) wall thickness (Te) is required. This can be found by a scale drawing or by
using the adjacent formula.
Link-Seal®
Model Selected for
Penetrations

¼" NPTF
Pipe Thread
* = Not Provided by GPT
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(Te) Minimum

LS-200/275

2.25"

LS-300/315

3.00"

LS-325/340/360

4.00"

LS-400/410/425/475

5.00"

LS-500/525/575

5.00"

LS-600/650

6.00"

(Te) = Required bearing surface based
on the footprint of respective Link-Seal
modular seal model.
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Test Probe
Furnished
by GPT

c

Te

Te = t - (r - ½ √ 4r2 - c2 )
Example: 3" DI Pipe = LS-315-C-10
t = wall thickness................5"
r = wall outside radius.......29"
c = penetration opening I.D..6"

